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Abstract. The interaction of sound and flow enables an efficient noise damping. Inevitable for understanding

of this aeroacoustic damping phenomenon is the simultaneous measurement of flow and sound fields. Optical

sensor systems have the advantage of non-contact measurements. The necessary simultaneous determination of

sound levels and flow velocities with high dynamic range has major hurdles. We present an approach based

on frequency-modulated Doppler global velocimetry, where a high-speed CMOS camera with data rates over

160 MSamples s−1 of velocity samples is employed. Using the proposed system, two-component flow velocity

measurements are performed in a three-dimensional region of interest with a spatial resolution of 224 µm, based

on single-pixel evaluation, and a measurement rate of 10 kHz. The sensor system can simultaneously capture

sound and turbulent flow velocity oscillations down to a minimal power density of 40.5 (mms−1)2 Hz−1 in a

frequency range up to 5 kHz. The presented measurements of the interaction of sound and flow support the

hypothesis that the sound energy is transferred into flow energy.

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

In order to attenuate the noise of modern jet engines or gas

turbines, perforated liners as depicted in Fig. 1 are used (El-

dredge and Dowling, 2003). By applying a bias flow through

the perforation of such liners it is possible to increase the effi-

ciency and bandwidth of the damping effect (Bechert, 1980).

This effect is partially based on the energy transfer from the

sound wave into the bias flow as sound-excited oscillations of

the flow velocity. In order to be able to design or operate bias

flow liners with a high sound damping efficiency, it is desir-

able to understand the interaction of the sound wave with the

flow field. For this reason numerical simulations have been

performed (Zhao et al., 2015), but they are often limited be-

cause of high calculation efforts, model assumptions or in-

valid model simplifications and need to be validated. Thus,

non-invasive measurement techniques are required that en-

able the simultaneous acquisition of the mean flow velocity

and the sound-excited oscillation of the velocity in a three-

dimensional (3-D) region of interest above the liner surface.

Furthermore, turbulence spectra of the flow velocity need to

be analysed in order to quantify the energy transfer from

the sound wave to the flow turbulence that contributes to

the sound damping. The maximum damping efficiency of the

used liner lies at approximately 1 kHz (Schulz et al., 2015).

For this reason, a high measurement rate of 10 kHz is cho-

sen here in order to sample this maximum as well as flow

turbulence up to 5 kHz properly, according to the Nyquist–

Shannon sampling theorem. Additionally, a short experimen-

tal time is needed to reduce environmental influences on the

experiment, such as ambient temperature and pressure varia-

tions. Hence, a planar (2-D) measurement system is needed

in order to measure the entire 3-D region of interest for sev-

eral minutes. The combination of such imaging systems with

the number of measurement points Np and the required mea-
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Figure 1. Sketch of a perforated bias flow liner with a cavity be-

hind, installed in a flow duct.

surement rate fs necessitates a sensor system with high data

rates

fd = fs ·Np ·Nc (1)

in the range of MSamples s−1, where Nc is the number

of simultaneously measured velocity components. These

aforementioned requirements are fulfilled by a high-speed

camera-based measurement system.

1.2 State of the art

For measurements of small-scale flow velocity fluctuations

in the range of several kHz, hot-wire anemometry is a com-

monly applied technique providing high sensitivity and band-

width up to 100 kHz (Watmuff, 1995). However, it is a point-

wise and invasive technique potentially disturbing the flow

and sound field.

Non-invasive, optical measurements of the acoustic parti-

cle velocity (APV), i.e. the sound-related particle oscillation

velocity (Hann and Greated, 1999; Taylor, 1976) and the flow

velocity (Thompson and Atchley, 2005), were realized by us-

ing laser Doppler anemometry (LDA). These systems detect

the Doppler-shifted frequency of light scattered at single par-

ticles moving with the flow with negligible slip and provide

data rates in the range of several 10 MSamples s−1 (Hann and

Greated, 1999). Standard LDA systems yield a point-wise

measurement, which objects the requirement of an imaging

technique. Enhanced LDA sensor principles with a linear

(known as profile sensor) and planar (known as field sen-

sor) measurement volume have been presented (Voigt et al.,

2008; Meier and Roesgen, 2012). However, for all LDA prin-

ciples the measurement rate equals the random particle rate

passing the measurement volume observed by one detector

element. Hence, a high-speed measurement with a constant

measurement and data rate is not possible.

Particle image velocimetry (PIV) offers a simultaneous

planar measurement of the flow velocity and the APV (Hann

and Greated, 1997; Rupp et al., 2010). It is based on the cor-

relation of interrogation windows, i.e. sections from two sub-

sequently captured images of illuminated particles within a

light sheet. Using PIV systems, measurements of the APV

were realized with measurement rates up to 20 kHz (Hen-

ning et al., 2013). Furthermore, measurements at a bias flow

liner were performed with a PIV system phase-synchronous

to the acoustic excitation signal (Schulz et al., 2014). How-

ever, standard PIV systems provide only two velocity compo-

nents to be measured simultaneously, while all three velocity

components of the complex flow are required. In addition,

the desired measurement system needs a dynamic range of

the order of 3× 103 to measure both typical amplitudes of

the APV of the order of 10 mms−1 and superimposed flow

velocities up to 30 ms−1 (Haufe et al., 2013). Since com-

mon PIV systems provide a dynamic range of the order of

102 (Adrian, 2005), the application of PIV for aeroacoustic

studies requires further attention.

A sufficient dynamic range up to 4× 103 and high mea-

surement rates up to 50 kHz have been achieved recently us-

ing Doppler global velocimetry with sinusoidal frequency

modulation (FM-DGV) for aeroacoustic investigations at a

bias flow liner (Haufe et al., 2012, 2013). Because of the us-

age of a linear detector array consisting of eight detectors,

an extensive traversing effort is needed to measure a volu-

metric (3-D) region of interest. Moreover, a low data rate of

8 ·50kHz ∼= 0.4MSamples s−1 is achieved. In order to over-

come these drawbacks, the existing FM-DGV system was

recently enhanced by implementing a high-speed camera for

simultaneous light detection, which allows one velocity com-

ponent to be measured at a data rate of 800 MSamples s−1

(Fischer et al., 2014).

Conventional DGV systems combined with high-speed

cameras also provide a high dynamic range over 102 as well

as high measurement rates in the MHz range (Thurow, 2004).

However, neither the camera-based FM-DGV nor the DGV

has yet been tested for aeroacoustic studies. It is an open

question of whether the sensitivity of the camera sensor is

still sufficient to resolve small-scale light intensity fluctua-

tions caused by the sound-excited flow velocity oscillations.

In order to further increase the data rate, the simultane-

ous measurement of more than one velocity component is de-

sired. Simultaneous planar (2-D) measurements of all three

velocity components with a single camera were performed

using a hybrid DGV and PIV image processing for the same

data set (Willert et al., 2006; Wernet, 2004). Using such sys-

tems, measurement rates in the lower Hz range could be

achieved. The idea is here to adapt this approach for the high-

speed camera-based FM-DGV measurement system, which

thus needs to be supplemented by a PIV image processing. It

has to be investigated whether such a hybrid FM-DGV–PIV

system with a single camera finally allows one to measure

all three components of the mean flow field and the sound-

excited flow velocity oscillations.
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1.3 Aim and structure

A camera-based FM-DGV system using a high-speed cam-

era is demonstrated for volumetric (3-D) field measurements

of the flow velocity including the sound-excited oscillations

at a bias flow liner. Because of the larger field of view, the

higher resolution of the measurement system and the mea-

surement rate of 10 kHz, a data rate of 10 MSamples s−1 is

achieved according to Eq. (1). Furthermore, the use of the

camera allows planar measurements at the bias flow liner,

which reduces the traversing effort significantly to one axis.

Finally, the high-speed camera offers the perspective of mea-

suring all three velocity components with a single camera by

a hybrid FM-DGV–PIV image evaluation.

In Sect. 2 the principle and the setup of the camera-based

FM-DGV measurement system are presented. Its validation

with respect to aeroacoustic investigations follows in Sect. 3

by performing a measurement of one velocity component at

a generic bias flow liner. In addition, the measurement un-

certainty is addressed, since a maximum uncertainty of the

velocity smaller than 10 mms−1 is needed to resolve the flow

velocity oscillations. Using multiple measurements and two

different observation directions, the 3-D region of interest

is measured for two components of the mean flow veloc-

ity and the sound-excited flow oscillations. The measure-

ment results, including the discussion of the acquired tur-

bulence spectra, are presented in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5, the en-

hancement of the measurement system towards simultaneous

three-component measurements with a single camera by us-

ing a hybrid FM-DGV–PIV image evaluation is finally dis-

cussed as an outlook.

2 Measurement principle

The FM-DGV technique is based on evaluating the velocity-

dependent Doppler shift of the frequency of light scattered

at moving particles in the flow (Müller et al., 2007; Fischer

et al., 2007). In Fig. 2a and b the principle measurement setup

is depicted. The scattering particles, which follow the flow

velocity vf with negligible slip, are illuminated from the di-

rection i by a narrow-band laser light with the centre fre-

quency fc. Light scattered at these particles exhibits a fre-

quency shift by the Doppler frequency

fD =
fc||o− i||

c
· v, with v =

(o− i)

||o− i||
· vf, (2)

where o is the observation direction, c the speed of light and

both vectors i and o are unit vectors. Hence, the Doppler

frequency is directly proportional to the velocity component

v of vf along the sensitivity vector o− i.

Since (fc) is 335 THz for the used laser wavelength of

895 nm and fD is merely in the kHz to MHz range, fD

cannot be measured directly. Therefore, the scattered light

is observed through a molecular absorption cell filled with

caesium gas. Adequate for the used laser centre frequency

fc, caesium provides a steep slope in the light-frequency-

dependent transmission curve as sketched in Fig. 2c. Thus,

the Doppler shift in the frequency of the received light is

transformed into a measurable change of the light intensity

behind the absorption cell. However, this intensity signal de-

pends not only on the frequency but also on the intensity of

the scattered light. In order to eliminate this cross-sensitivity,

the laser light frequency is sinusoidally modulated around

the absorption minimum of the absorption cell so that

fLaser(t)= fc+ fh sin(2πfmt), (3)

where fm is the frequency and fh the amplitude of the mod-

ulation. As can be seen in Fig. 2c, the resulting transmitted

intensity signal contains higher-order harmonics of the mod-

ulation frequency depending on the shifted laser centre fre-

quency. Finally, the quotient

q(fD)=
A1(fD)

A2(fD)
(4)

of the amplitudes A1 and A2 of the first- and second-order

harmonics is evaluated, which is independent of the mean

scattered light intensity and solely depends on the flow veloc-

ity component v. After calibrating the system to determine

the relationship v = v(q), the desired velocity v can be ob-

tained from the quotient q.

3 Measurement setup and characterization

3.1 Measurement object

Aeroacoustic investigations are realized at a bias flow

liner, using the setup shown in Fig. 3. The measurements

are performed at the central orifice of N = 53 orifices.

Each one has the diameter d = 2.5 mm and the distance

s = 8.5 mm to the neighbouring orifices. Above the liner

surface, the grazing flow vg is realized as a suction flow

due to a duct fan and is directed in the negative x direc-

tion. The mass flow ṁ= 5kgh−1 is stabilized with a mass

flow controller and corresponds to an average bias flow

velocity vb = ṁ/(Nπ ( d
2

)2ρα)= 7ms−1, with the air den-

sity ρ = 1.2kgm−3 and the empirical jet contraction factor

α = 0.61 (Heuwinkel et al., 2010). The jet contraction factor

is defined as the ratio of the cross-section area at the smallest

jet diameter (vena contracta) behind the orifice and the area

of the orifice. Based on previous measurements at the bias

flow liner using the same flow parameters, the Kolmogorov

length scale of the flow can be estimated to 20 µm (Haufe

et al., 2014a). Furthermore the Kolmogorov timescale can be

estimated to 24 µs (Pope, 2000). Note that this estimation is

based on the assumption of isotropic turbulence and the k−ε

turbulence model.

In order to study the damping phenomenon, a sinusoidal

acoustic excitation signal at fac = 867 Hz with a sound pres-

sure level of 120 dB is applied using a speaker of the type
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Figure 2. FM-DGV measurement principle: (a) and (b) the particles are illuminated from the direction i, and the scattered light is detected

behind a caesium absorption cell. (c) Due to the frequency-dependent transmission curve of the caesium gas, the Doppler frequency shift is

transformed into a change of the transmitted light intensity (flow velocity vf, laser centre frequency fc, Doppler frequency fD).

Figure 3. Bias flow liner test rig: a sound wave is excited above

the liner facing sheet and is oriented in the direction of the super-

imposed grazing flow with the velocity vg. Behind the perforated

facing sheet is a cavity, in which an additional mass flow ṁ is fed

that provides the bias flow with the velocity vb through the perfora-

tion of the liner. Note that the point of origin of the used coordinate

system is located right in the centre of the orifice.

KU-516 from the manufacturer MONACOR. The total har-

monic distortion of the speaker is 0.8 % measured with a

flush-mounted microphone.

3.2 Illumination and detection setup

The described bias flow liner is expected to exhibit a non-

linear response characteristic, which shall be investigated by

analysing the total harmonic distortion of the velocity signal

above the liner surface. According to this object, the excita-

tion frequency fac and its higher harmonics have to be re-

solved. Additionally the maximum dissipation of the liner at

1 kHz (Schulz et al., 2015) shall be analysed in the spectrum.

Hence, a measurement rate of 10 kHz is necessary in order to

properly sample the maximum dissipation range as well as

the higher harmonics of the sound-excited oscillations up to

5 kHz, according to the Nyquist–Shannon sampling theorem.

For this reason the laser is modulated with fm = 10kHz, be-

cause at least one modulation period is necessary to evaluate

the amplitudes A1 and A2 according to the FM-DGV mea-

surement principle. As a consequence of the chosen modula-

tion frequency and the Nyquist–Shannon sampling theorem,

a high camera frame rate over 40 fps is necessary, in order to

resolve the second-order harmonic 2fm. Here a camera frame

rate of 100 fps is used, which yields 10 camera pictures per

modulation period. Such a sequence of 10 subsequent raw

data pictures showing the modulation of the detected inten-

sity signal is depicted in Fig. 4.

Since light scattering particles are needed, these are added

to the bias flow by a particle generator with four Laskin noz-

zles and seeded into the measurement volume through the

orifices of the liner. The liquid seeding particles are made

of diethylhexyl sebacate (DEHS) and have a diameter of

about 1 µm. They are illuminated in the x–y plane by a laser

light sheet, which is produced by a power-amplified diode

laser. At a wavelength of 895 nm this laser system provides

a maximum of 600 mW output power, which was used for

the measurements. By modulating the laser diode current, the

laser frequency is modulated around the centre frequency fc,

which is stabilized using a PI controller. Further details of the

controlled laser system can be found in Fischer et al. (2013c).

The light scattered at the particles is measured behind the

caesium absorption cell with a high-speed camera as shown

in Fig. 5a. The cells are temperature stabilized in order to

keep the temperature-dependent transmission curve stable.

Details of the cell setup and the absorption behaviour of the

caesium gas at 895 nm are given by Fischer et al. (2013c).

For imaging a high-speed camera of the type Phantom v1610

from the company Vision Research is used. It provides high

frame rates up to 1 Mfps at a frame size of 128×16px, which

is reduced to the used frame rate of 100 kfps at a frame size

of 128× 128 px. Based on the single-pixel resolution of the

high-speed camera-based FM-DGV, one velocity value per
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Figure 4. Sequence of 10 subsequent raw pictures, i.e. one modula-

tion period according to fm = 100 kHz. The light intensity is mod-

ulated according to the modulation laser frequency (see Fig. 2).

pixel can be measured. This yields a maximum data rate of

128 · 128 · fm ≈ 160 MSamples s−1 for the proposed setup.

The imaging system, which consists of a Keplerian tele-

scope setup, contains the caesium absorption cell between

the two lenses and provides a magnification M = 1 : 2. The

observed region spans 7.2× 7.2mm2 in the x–y plane and

is located above the central orifice of the liner beginning at

y > 600 µm in order to avoid the detection of reflexes from

the liner surface. The volumetric (3-D) velocity field is fi-

nally obtained by traversing the light sheet together with the

camera along the z direction in eight steps of 450 µm, which

is depicted in Fig. 5b. For averaging, five repeated acquisi-

tions, each with a duration of 18 s (i.e. 1.8× 105 frames),

are recorded and evaluated for each z position. Note that the

point of origin of the used coordinate system is located right

in the centre of the orifice.

3.3 Data evaluation

In principle, the FM-DGV technique combined with a cam-

era allows a high spatial resolution up to the size of a single

Table 1. Specifications of the measurement system including the

laser and the high-speed camera.

Max. laser power 600 mW

Light-sheet thickness 300 µm

Modulation rate fm 10 kHz

Pixel size 28× 28 µm2

Camera resolution 128× 128 px

Binned resolution 34× 34 px

Traversing 8× 450 µm

Magnification M 1 : 2

Measurement volume 7.2× 7.2× 3.6 mm3

Spatial resolution 224× 224× 300 µm3

pixel. However, a binning of 4×4 pixel is applied here to re-

duce the influence of fluctuations of the scattered light due to

spatial averaging (Fischer et al., 2008). The use of this bin-

ning reduces the data rate to 10 MSamples s−1 and yields a

spatial resolution of 224× 224× 300µm3. Since its dimen-

sion in each direction is about 1 order of magnitude smaller

than the orifice diameter, the spatial resolution is sufficient.

With the presented setup it is possible to measure one

velocity component. According to Eq. (2), the direction of

the measured velocity component v1 is along the vector

(o1− i) as sketched in Fig. 5b. In the Sect. 3.4 the re-

sults of the one-component measurement setup are used for

validation and uncertainty analysis. Since a one-component

measurement is not sufficient to understand the flow be-

haviour at the bias flow liner, a two-component measurement

is also performed by adding a second measurement at the

same positions but with an anti-parallel observation direction

o2 =−o1 = (0,0,1), which enables the measurement of the

velocity component v2. Through the coordinate transforma-

tion(
vy
vz

)
=

(
cosϕ −sinϕ

sinϕ cosϕ

)(
v1

v2

)
with ϕ = 45 ◦, (5)

the measured velocity components v1 and v2 are thereby

transformed into the Cartesian components vy in y direction

and vz in z direction (Fischer et al., 2013b). The results of

the two-component measurement are presented in Sect. 4. An

overview of the measurement system specifications is given

in Table 1.

3.4 Characterization measurement

In order to validate the capability of the measurement sys-

tem for aeroacoustic investigations at a bias flow liner, the

system is examined with respect to two requirements. First,

the measurement system has to be able to resolve sound-

excited oscillations of the flow velocity. At the same time,

it has to allow the detection of flow turbulence down to

10−4 (ms−1)2 Hz−1 in the case of flow velocities up to

30 ms−1 (Haufe et al., 2013). Thus, it also has to provide
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Figure 5. Measurement setup: (a) the test rig is acoustically excited by a speaker, and the sound–flow interaction at the liner is measured

using the FM-DGV system in combination with a high-speed camera. The suction unit for generating the grazing flow vg is installed behind

the speaker. (b) The laser light sheet and the imaging system are traversed in z direction in steps of 450 µm. In the nine resulting measurement

planes, the velocity component v in the direction of the vector (o− i) is measured. Note that the sketch is not drawn to scale in order to gain

a better clarity.

a small standard deviation of the measured velocity smaller

than 10mms−1, assuming the used measurement time of

5× 18s.

Due to the known sound excitation frequency

fac = 867Hz the fulfilment of the first requirement can

be validated by examining the spectrum of the velocity with

respect to flow velocity oscillations at fac and its higher

harmonics up to 5fac. Therefore the averaged spectrum

at the measurement point at (x,y,z)= (0,3.6,0mm) is

shown in Fig. 6a as an example, which is calculated using

a fast Fourier transformation (FFT) of 5× 180 000 velocity

samples corresponding to a measurement time of 90 s. The

spectrum shows the expected characteristic peaks at fac

and its higher harmonics up to 5fac, which validates the

capability of the measurement system to detect sound-

excited oscillations of the flow velocity. Furthermore, the

absolute value in the spectrum decreases with increasing

frequency. This is typical for flow turbulence indicating the

decay of the vortices according to Kolmogorov’s theory

and is different from the white noise due to the measure-

ment uncertainty (Fischer et al., 2013a). For frequencies

over 3 kHz the spectrum converges towards a constant

value
√

mean(|FFT(v)|2)= σ/
√

900 000= 1.5mms−1,

which is a measure of the velocity standard deviation after

averaging over 900 000 samples, i.e. 90 s. As a result,

flow velocity fluctuations down to a power density of

(1.5mms−1)2
· 18s= 40.5 (mms−1)2 Hz−1 (based on a

window size of 18 s) are successfully resolved in the fre-

quency range up to 5 kHz. Note that σ denotes the standard

deviation of all velocity samples in case of no averaging.

The directly calculated standard deviation σv of the mean

flow velocity from the velocity series is shown in Fig. 6b ver-

sus the averaging time N/fm with N as number of averaged

samples. Further the estimated standard deviation σ/
√
N for

the assumption of white noise is shown, too. In compari-

son σv decreases less with increasing averaging time than

σ/
√
N . This difference is a result of the flow turbulence

(see Fig. 6a), which causes non-white noise. However, for

N > 40 000 samples σv achieves the required uncertainty

range < 10mms−1. The respective theoretical uncertainty

limit for the measurement system is 0.3 mms−1 according

to Fischer et al. (2013c). As follows, the measured value of

1.5mms−1 is 1 order of magnitude larger than the theoreti-

cal limit. This is expected, since the measured velocity stan-

dard deviation contains contributions from the flow turbu-

lence, which is not a measurement uncertainty. Furthermore

the uncertainty limit is based on a FM-DGV system with a

higher modulation frequency of 100 kHz and an avalanche

photodiode array as photodetection unit. The uncertainty is

increased by fluctuations of the scattered light intensity, i.e.

when the scattered light significantly changes during one

modulation period of the FM-DGV system. Accordingly, a

high modulation frequency (high temporal resolution) and a

spatial averaging (low spatial resolution) enable a low un-

certainty due to the fluctuations of the scattered light inten-

sity (Fischer et al., 2007). For this reason it is assumed that

the higher standard deviation of the camera-based system re-

sults from fluctuations of the scattered light, whose influence

is increased due the lower modulation frequency of 10 kHz

and the higher spatial resolution. This has to be investigated

further in future studies and promises possible system im-

provements with an optimization of the measurement setup.

However, the achieved velocity standard deviation is small

enough to fulfil both aforementioned requirements.

Based on the spectrum the total harmonic distortion of

the sound-excited periodic flow velocity oscillations is cal-
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Figure 6. (a) Spectrum of the flow velocity and (b) standard deviation σv of the mean flow velocity, calculated directly from the velocity

series by averaging over N velocity samples. Estimated standard deviation σ/
√
N for assumption of white noise, calculated using all mea-

sured velocity samples without averaging. Both standard deviations depend on the averaging time N/fm with the measurement rate fm for

the measurement point at (x,y,z)= (0,3.6,0mm).

culated to 3 %. Hence, the calculated result is larger than the

measured total harmonic distortion of 0.8 % of the speaker.

Consequently the transfer of the oscillations from the sound

wave to the flow velocity has a non-linear response charac-

teristic, as expected from the Navier–Stokes equations be-

ing non-linear. Thus, the sound energy is transferred into ki-

netic energy in the form of flow vortices, which contributes

to the damping of the sound like observed by Haufe et al.

(2014b) and Schulz et al. (2015). In summary the calculation

of the total harmonic distortion also proves the capability of

the measurement system to resolve the interaction between

sound excitation and flow turbulence. As a result the system

is validated to be applicable for aeroacoustic investigations

at the bias flow liner.

4 Aeroacoustic measurements

The results of the aeroacoustic investigations are presented

by evaluating the data of the two-component measurements.

First, in order to investigate the mean flow behaviour, an

overview of the mean flow velocities in y and z direction

is given in Fig. 7. A more detailed view is given in Figs. 8

and 9. The averaging time is 90 s. Note that in order to im-

prove the visibility of the measurement results the z axis is

stretched in Fig. 7. The dissipation rate, i.e. the reduction of

the sound wave energy at the used bias flow liner operated

with the described parameters, is measured using a micro-

phone and amounts to 0.4 of the insert sound energy.

The maximum flow velocity amounts to v̄y = 7.2ms−1 in

y direction and v̄z = 3.5ms−1 in z direction, respectively.

The magnitude of the velocity vy is in good agreement with

the estimated value of vb = 7ms−1, calculated from the con-

trolled mass flow ṁ. Based on the suction flow vg, the mean

Figure 7. Mean flow velocity (a) v̄y in y direction and (b) v̄z in z

direction.

flow is slightly tilted towards the negative x direction. Fur-

thermore, the flow leaves the orifice slightly oblique in z di-

rection. This is most likely attributed to the asymmetric feed-
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Figure 8. Mean flow velocity v̄y in y direction.

ing of the bias flow only from the positive z direction and the

reflection of the flow at the inner wall of the liner cavity. Be-

cause of this, the distance of the velocity maximum to the

liner surface increases for each measurement plane with in-

creasing z.

The existence of sound-excited flow oscillations at a sin-

gle measurement point was already shown in Sect. 3.4 and

will be discussed here further with respect to their spatial

and temporal behaviour in the 3-D measurement volume.

Such investigations of the excited oscillations are possible

by using a phase-resolved analysis of the flow oscillation for

the known sound signal with the period f−1
ac . The phase-

averaged velocities in the measurement plane at z= 0mm

are shown in Fig. 10 for the phase angle ϕac = 0 . . . 2π of

the acoustic excitation signal. Therefore the velocity samples

are divided into 16 groups of the same acoustic phase angle,

according to a phase resolution of π/8. Then the samples

of each group are averaged. As a result, two maxima occur,

whose distance of 0.4 cm is 2 orders of magnitude smaller

than the acoustic wavelength of 38 cm. Hence, the measured

velocity oscillations are dominated by flow oscillations re-

sulting from vortices. The amplitudes of the sound-excited

oscillation velocity are presented in Fig. 11 for both veloc-

ity components. A more detailed view of both velocities is

shown in Figs. 12 and 13. The calculation of the amplitudes

is based on the Fourier coefficient of the time series at fac.

The maximum oscillation amplitude in y direction amounts

to 3.8 ms−1. Accordingly, it is more than 1 order of mag-

Figure 9. Mean flow velocity v̄z in z direction.

nitude larger than the amplitude of the APV of 48 mms−1.

Note that the given amplitude of the APV is based on the used

sound pressure level of 120 dB, a temperature of 20 ◦C and

the assumption of a plane wave. Consequently, the detected

oscillations of the flow velocity are mainly sound-excited and

prove the interaction of sound and flow velocity.

Like detected for the mean flow velocity field, regions

with a large oscillation amplitude exhibit an increasing dis-

tance to the liner surface in positive z direction. Also, sound-

excited oscillations are located in the vicinity of the orifice

rim, which is a region of high vorticity (Heuwinkel et al.,

2010). Thus, an enhancement of the mean flow velocity and

the vorticity coincide with an enhancement of the energy

transfer from the sound into the flow. Furthermore regions

of a high vorticity such as the orifice rim exhibit also a large

velocity oscillation amplitude. This coincidence implies the

generation of vortices fluctuating with the acoustic excitation

frequency. According to the time evolution during one acous-

tic period in Fig. 10, the vortices detach from the liner sur-

face and decompose continuously with increasing distance to

the liner surface. The decomposition into smaller vortices at

higher frequencies can also be seen in the velocity spectrum

in Fig. 6a due to the decreasing value in the spectrum. This

behaviour implies further the proceeding decomposition of

the vortices, according to Kolmogorov’s theory, and their fi-

nal dissipation into heat. Hence it is shown that the sound

damping performance of the bias flow liner is partially based

on these sound-exited flow vortices and their dissipation.
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Figure 10. Phase-resolved oscillation of the flow velocity vy at

z= 0 mm for different phase angles ϕac of the sound signal.

5 Simultaneous three-component measurements

with a single camera

In order to understand the complex flow behaviour at the bias

flow liner with respect to flow turbulence, an enhancement of

the camera-based FM-DGV system is needed, which enables

a simultaneous measurement of all three flow velocity com-

ponents in one measurement plane. Thus, PIV algorithms are

additionally applied to determine the in-plane velocity com-

ponents. This allows a simultaneous three-component mea-

surement of a planar velocity field using a single camera and,

thus, increases the data rate when measuring in the 3-D re-

gion of interest. Due to this 3-D three-component measure-

ment, the decomposition of the measured superposition of

velocity signals resulting from APV and flow velocity os-

cillations using the Helmholtz–Hodge decomposition could

be performed (Petronetto et al., 2010). However, here only a

planar measurement at the position z= 0 is presented as an

example.

The PIV evaluation of the full-resolution images span-

ning 128× 128 px is performed using the open-source soft-

ware PIVlab. The high seeding concentration, needed for

FM-DGV, prohibits a resolution of single particles preferably

Figure 11. Amplitude of the sound-excited flow velocity oscilla-

tions (a) in y direction and (b) in z direction.

used for PIV. However, since the PIV algorithms calculate

the cross-correlation function of shifted interrogation win-

dows it is merely needed to resolve moving structures with a

sufficient image contrast. The size of the interrogation win-

dows is decreased over three passes in order to increase the

precision and the spatial resolution of the PIV results. In the

first pass of the evaluation routine the window size is chosen

to 35× 35px and then is decreased over two more passes to

15×15 px and 10×10 px. The interrogation window overlap

is in all cases adjusted to 50 %, which corresponds to a grid

of 5× 5 px in the third pass of the evaluation routine. This

finally results in a spatial resolution of 280× 280× 300 µm3

according to the measurement setup in Sect. 3. Due to the

symmetric modulation of the laser light frequency nearly

around the minimum of the non-linear transmission curve

of the caesium, the intensity signal is dominated by the sec-

ond harmonic at 2fm as sketched in Fig. 2c. Based on that,

two bright images per modulation period with maximum in-

tensity are present (see Fig. 4). These images can be used

for the PIV evaluation, obtaining one measurement result per

modulation period. Consequently, the PIV measurement rate

equals the measurement rate of the FM-DGV and amounts to

10 kHz.
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Figure 12. Amplitude of the sound-excited flow velocity oscilla-

tions in y direction.

Figure 13. Amplitude of the sound-excited flow velocity oscilla-

tions in z direction.
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Figure 14. Amplitude spectrum of the flow velocity vy at

(x,y,z)= (0,3.6,0mm) generated using PIV evaluation.

Figure 15. Mean flow velocity v̄y at z= 0mm measured with

(a) FM-DGV and (b) PIV.

Similar to the validation of the camera-based FM-DGV

data in Sect. 3.4, the capability of the PIV evaluation for

aeroacoustic investigations needs to be validated. For that

reason, the detection of sound-excited flow velocity oscil-

lations is investigated by calculating the averaged spectrum

of the velocity |FFT(v)| at the point (x,y,z)= (0,3.6,0 mm).

This spectrum is shown in Fig. 14. In accordance with the

FM-DGV data, the spectrum exhibits the characteristic peaks

at fac = 867Hz and 2fac. As a result, the capability of the

PIV evaluation to resolve sound-excited flow oscillations is

proved. However, it is not yet possible to resolve the third or

higher harmonics of fac as well as the flow turbulence. This is

due to the velocity standard deviation of 40 mms−1, which is

almost 30 times larger than the standard deviation of the FM-

DGV at the investigated measurement point. Note that the

uncertainties given here are calculated for two-component

velocity data. The larger uncertainty of the PIV system is

based on the described interrogation setup, which is opti-

mized to correlate the large particle displacements caused by

the mean flow velocity. Hence, the weak velocity gradients of

the turbulence cannot be resolved (Keane and Adrian, 1990)

properly. In contrast, the mean flow velocity can be resolved,

which is depicted in Fig. 15. Here a comparison of the mean

flow velocity v̄y obtained from the FM-DGV measurement

(a) and from the PIV evaluation (b) is presented. The results

differ in their shape and positioning relative to the orifice.
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Only the maximum flow velocities vy = 7.1 ms−1 due the

FM-DGV evaluation and vy = 7.2ms−1 due the PIV evalu-

ation are in the same range.

The main reason for the disturbance of the PIV evalua-

tion is considered to be the high seeding particle concen-

tration, which causes a low image contrast and makes cor-

relatable structures barely detectable (see Fig. 4). However,

also the out-of-plane movement of particles is problematic,

when particles enter or leave the measurement volume dur-

ing the time of 50 µs between two correlated images (Keane

and Adrian, 1990; Nobach and Bodenschatz, 2009). The dis-

placement of particles in z direction is 175 µm due to the

velocity vz = 3.5m s−1, and thus the displacement is more

than half of the light-sheet thickness. Hence, it is most likely

that particles occur only in one of the two subsequent images,

which leads to a biased estimation of the velocity. Because of

the pending issues, the combination of both evaluation tech-

niques yields an increasing uncertainty for all measured ve-

locity components caused by an error propagation. Since two

velocity components measured by PIV and one component

measured by FM-DGV are combined, the resulting uncer-

tainty calculates to (σx,σy,σz)= (40,40,41)mms−1 based

on a coordinate transformation (Schlüßler et al., 2015).

Consequently, the results of the combined FM-DGV–PIV

evaluation are not considered further. The used PIV setup

and evaluation parameters need to be optimized in order to

perform simultaneous three-component measurements. For

instance, the reduction of the seeding particle concentration

as well as an enhancement of the light-sheet thickness would

improve the quality of the PIV measurements. However, both

approaches would yield a higher measurement uncertainty

for the FM-DGV data due to light intensity fluctuations and a

lower signal-to-noise ratio, respectively. As a third approach

the additional use of fluorescent seeding particles is possi-

ble. This approach would yield better PIV results without

an impact on the FM-DGV results, but it would increase the

complexity of the measurement system as well. In summary,

the combined FM-DGV–PIV requires further investigation,

which is valuable due to the possibility of simultaneous high-

speed 2-D three-component measurements using only one

camera.

6 Conclusions

The applicability of the high-speed camera-based FM-DGV

system for aeroacoustic investigations is successfully proven.

The use of a high measurement rate of 10 kHz and a spatial

resolution of 224× 224× 300µm3 allows the detection of

small-scale velocity oscillations in a frequency range up to

5 kHz and down to a power density of 40.5 (mms−1)2 Hz−1.

Furthermore the measurement of two velocity components in

a 3-D region of interest (7.2×7.2×3.6mm3) offers investiga-

tions of the maximum mean flow velocity of 7 ms−1 and the

sound–flow interaction. By performing measurements with

this system at a bias flow liner test rig, the detection of sound-

excited flow oscillations and of flow turbulence is achieved.

Due to this, the periodic (sound-excited flow oscillations) and

aperiodic (flow turbulence) flow velocity fluctuations are ex-

amined; thus, the energy transfer of the sound into the flow,

which contributes to the damping effect of the liner, is shown.

Hence, the temporal as well as the spatial behaviour of the

flow is investigated.

Additionally an approach for simultaneous three-

component measurement is shown using an additional PIV

evaluation. However, due to the high seeding particle density

the results of the PIV evaluation have high uncertainty,

because the setup for the measurement using FM-DGV and

PIV in combination needs to be improved.
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